Open Call for Papers… *The AAPS Journal*

2023 Theme issue: Celebrating Ascendant Pharmaceutical Researchers

The AAPS Journal welcomes manuscript submissions from early career scientists to be published in a special 2023 theme issue recognizing ascendant pharmaceutical researchers.

**Final Submission Deadline: June 30, 2023**

**Eligibility:**

- The corresponding author, who leads the described research, should be chronologically within the first ten (10) years of their independent career. Independence is defined as completion of postdoc appointments or last educational training no earlier than 2013.
- We encourage manuscript submissions from qualified researchers from all laboratories world-wide.

**Special feature:**

- At the end of the manuscript, the corresponding author may include a special section (not to exceed 250 words) entitled "About the Corresponding Author" giving her/his brief biographical sketch (including training history) and her/his research interests or direction.

**Manuscripts:**

- The manuscript type is preferably that of ORIGINAL RESEARCH, although some REVIEW ARTICLES may be considered if the corresponding author has demonstrated a substantial publication history in the subject area.
- Papers will be published on a rolling basis as soon as all the review and editorial processes are completed.
- Articles published in this special theme issue will be bundled together in our content index.
- Manuscripts may be submitted via [https://editorialmanager.com/aapsj](https://editorialmanager.com/aapsj) where INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS may be found. Select the “Celebrating Ascendant Pharmaceutical Researchers” theme issue in the section/category dropdown menu.
- Current and past issues of the Journal may be accessed via [https://link.springer.com/journal/12248/volumes-and-issues](https://link.springer.com/journal/12248/volumes-and-issues)

**Inquires:** Please direct inquiries to Ho-Leung Fung, Editor-in-Chief, hlfung@buffalo.edu.